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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel phonography-based method for Fetal BreathingMovement (FBM)
detection by its excitation sounds. It requires significantly less effort than the current procedures, and
it allows long-term measurement, even at home. More than 50 pregnancies in the third trimester were
examined, for a minimum of 20 minutes, taking synchronous long-term measurements using a commercial
phonocardiographic fetal monitor and a 3D ultrasound machine. To analyze the gained chaotic signal,
the frequency bandwas split into single test-frequencies in the 15–35Hz frequency band, and their signal-free
(silent) zones were regarded as the starting point (SP) of the next motions. The analysis made other disturbing
signals, such as fetal hiccups, trunk rotation and limb movements, or maternal heart beats, distinguishable.
The dominant test-frequencies of the analysis were predicted by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The SPs
of the motion units (episodes) were determined by some features of the FBM, applying weighting factors.
The recorded material lasted for 16 hours altogether (with nearly 3.5 hours of FBM). Based on the results
of HMM method, nearly 7500 FBM episodes were identified in the phonogram signal with an average
length of 0.96±0.13 seconds. The procedure for phonography-based breathing movement detection can be
combined with a fetal heart activity measurement, and thus allows very intensive, long-term monitoring of
the fetus.

INDEX TERMS Fetal breathing movement (FBM), phonography, sonography, Biophysical Profile (BPP),
HMM, dominant test-frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The widespread popularity of ultrasound imaging resulted in
more detailed measurements of fetal activity with a higher
resolution and identified the variability of Fetal Breathing
Movement (FBM) [1]. However, early scientific results did
not clarify all aspects of FBM, even though it became a
meaningful indicator for fetal well-being. This was demon-
strated by the Biophysical Profile (BPP), which uses FBM as
an important index during pregnancy [2]. The main problem
with all of these measurements was that they took a long time
and required medical expertise.

New possibilities have since arisen with the improvement
of sonography and phonocardiography [3], dealing with spe-
cial aspects of FBM detection such as the cross-correlation
between breathing and Fetal Heart Rate (FHR) variations,
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or the analysis of inspiratory and expiratory data [4].
Research also extended to fetal hiccups [5], [6]. Meanwhile,
the issues of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) [7]
and Intrauterine Growth Retardation (IUGR) inspired further
studies investigating fetal activity [8], [9]. FBMs also play an
important role in the development of the respiratory center
in the brainstem [10]. The latest solution seems to be the
application of accelerometers [11], used mainly for measur-
ing the fetal diaphragm’s position. Thus, after cancelling out
other noises – such as sounds of respiration and heart beats
– one can arrive at a rough estimation for fetal breathing.
The FBM episodes still cannot be distinctly identified this
way. Nevertheless, a new technical possibility, the phono-
graphic method [12] has revolutionized the field of fetal
measurements.

This study presents a testing method which involves fetal
examinations, which might last for as long as 24 hours,
conducted via a mobile network, being in no way constrained
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by the limitations normally associated with hospital examina-
tions. It is applicable especially when a large number of tests
and long-time measurements are needed, typically involving
home monitoring for the instant identification of FBMs using
appropriate features in the 15–35 Hz frequency band [13].

The Hidden Markov Model is used for unobservable states
of Markov processes. The HMM was applied for adult heart
sound analysis by Springer et al. [14], Lima and Barbosa [15],
and Schmidt et al. [16]. The Markov-Switching Model was
also used by Noman et al. [17] for adult heart sound segmen-
tation and classification. These results inspired us to imple-
ment the HMM in this work for the dominant test-frequency
prediction. If one considers the required large computation
capacity for the search of real SPs, one may well assume that
this task may be simplified by using the HMM. In this way,
based on previously observed and valid silent-zones, the tim-
ing of the next one may be predicted, thereby decreasing the
number of test-frequencies that need to be examined.

A. INVESTIGATIONS OF FETAL BREATHING MOVEMENT
The sound of FBM is the produced by the movement of
the diaphragm by mobilizing additional tissue and the sur-
rounding amniotic fluid. It is not related to the fetal oxygen
uptake; its name arises from the fact that it is a precursor to
a training for postpartum breathing. It starts in an early stage
of pregnancy, but it develops permanently towards the end of
the third trimester and shows differences according to sex.

The movement of the diaphragm is an approximately
1-second-long back-and-forth motion in a signal around
2-3 Hz, and its corresponding filtering is extremely difficult
due to the very narrow bandwidth. Therefore, sonography has
been chosen for this motion detection. However, the basic
method is extremely costly, as professionals are required to
carry out the measurements for a long time, because the
motion occurs randomly.

The phonographic method [13], [18] offers a new pos-
sibility for FBM detection that can measure the secondary
excited sounds, and identify these movements (hereinafter
episodes) according to their distribution. So, we must empha-
size that this is a secondary perception of FBMs. Conse-
quently, the measured signal moves its surrounding area in
different ways; it is chaotic and so cannot be handled by tra-
ditional signal processing methods. Only a complex method
can solve this problem.

Three FBMs are shown in Figure 1 in a phonographic sig-
nal, where a low signal intensity is followed by an ascending
intensity of the contraction and a descending intensity of the
relaxation phase. The relaxation involves much less effort on
the part of the fetus; therefore, it is much more uncertain than
the contraction.

Identifying the location of the starting of movement in
the signal is the most reliable way to segment this chaotic
signal. Thus, we assume that the system is at rest before the
intensity rises. There is no movement, and signal intensity
is also minimal. The signal level of this zone (hereinafter
referred to as the silent-zone) is therefore assumed to be zero.

FIGURE 1. Three FBM episodes in the phonogram signal between 15–35
Hz. The episodes are separated by decrease intensity, which are also
marked by red dashed lines. While the first two episodes are clearly
visible, the 3rd is only partially so.

Accordingly, not all excited signals attenuate because of
the previous motions at this time, and thus a signal (at
a reduced level) will be measurable in this zone. This is
shown in Figure 1, where three chaotic movements can be
seen. At the first two movements, there is a well-established
quiet-zone in the example. But the third episode is already a
truncated episode, where instead of a normal form, a ‘‘gasp
for air’’-like movement is produced.

Frequency-splitting (see 2.2 Frequency Splitting) was used
for the evaluation of chaotic signals. This method has also
been used for other chaotic biomedical signals, e.g. breathing,
coughing, heart sound segmentation in adults [19]. In the
present case, the attenuated frequency components are sepa-
rated from the other remaining disturbed components. These
attenuated signals indicate the starting points of FBMs with
a relatively high certainty. Based on this, the objective is to
discover these FBM episodes and determine their temporal
distribution. This can give more nuanced information about
fetal well-being.

B. THE SIGNAL TO BE MEASURED
The FBM is the rhythmic contraction and relaxation of the
diaphragm. One unit of this is the episode, and the series
of concatenated episodes forms the epoch. The epochs can
be divided into smaller episode groups, separated by shorter
breaks.

The episode itself is a chaotic signal (see Fig. 1), the epoch,
on the other hand is quasi-periodic with 0.8–1.2 seconds
of repetition time. The time-interval which separates the
episodes is sometimes very short. Therefore, to determine all
standalone episodes is very difficult. In fact, the main prob-
lem here is that this separating zone (called in the following
the silent-zone) is not really a completely quiet zone, because
some components of the excited sound components are not
attenuated for even this very short time.

In general, the problem with the analysis of an episode is
that it is hard to define exactly where it starts and where it
finishes. This is due to the very short time-intervals between
the two neighboring episodes, during which, theoretically,
there is no movement; and consequently, there is no sound.
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However, some components of the motion do not involve
calm periods. Therefore, the episode may not be regarded as
a perfect quiet-zone, but can only be treated as a silent-zone.
The end of this zone incorporates the starting point (SP) of
the episode, and its beginning is the former episode’s end.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 on a wavelet-transformed [20]
time-frequency map, showing the remaining signals at the
separating silent-zones, which refer to the potential SPs. The
figure shows that the spectrum of the signal is delimited to
the 15–35 Hz base-band, inside of which the whole analysis
will be carried out. The detailed examination of the frequency
bands of the phonographic signal is essential to FBM detec-
tion, which will be described in the following sections.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. MEASUREMENTS
The measuring setup is shown in Figure 2. The measurement
is carried out using the analogous part of the commercially
available Fetaphon2000 type phonocardiograph monitor (see
Table 1) placed on the maternal abdomen with a belt. Its
optimal position can be found by the audible sound of the
fetal heart sounds.

FIGURE 2. The measuring setup. The sound received by the
Fetaphon-type acoustic sensor is preconditioned and transmitted to the
laptop. For validation, a conventional 3D sonograph has been applied.

For the sake of validation, a Samsung UGEO-H60 type 3D
Sonograph (with 400 ms sampling time and
1366 × 768 × 24 bit resolution) was applied for the contin-
uous observation of the diaphragm’s contraction and relax-
ation, allowing thus the synchronous measurements of the
received sounds.

TABLE 1. Fetaphon2000 fetal home monitor.

The detected sound signal was amplified, filtered and dig-
itized by the conventional preconditional circuit of the heart
monitor of Table 1 with a Ts = 3 ms sampling time.

The recorded digital data were transmitted to a laptop or to
a network (Internet or mobile network) for post-processing
and evaluation (see Fig. 3).

The amplitude of the detected signals depends on the
position of the fetus; therefore, with long-term examinations,
the position of the sensor needs to be adjusted (appropriately
by the mother) in time, whereby the gain in amplification
within a given range can be corrected.

FIGURE 3. The modules of the FBM detection in the phonogram signal.

B. FREQUENCY SPLITTING
The most promising approach for FBM detection is the
investigation of a chaotic signal at different frequency
bands. The test-frequencies are between 15–35 Hz. This
selected frequency band is scanned and evaluated by test-
frequencies [17]. Least-squares type 20th order linear phase
band-pass FIR filters were applied with 4 Hz bandwidth.

Then from each of these, a test-frequency was selected
marked fm. In this way, the chaotic signal was substituted
by single frequencies that are easy to handle. This method
has successfully been applied in some other studies as well,
for analyzing seemingly chaotic biomedical signals [22]. The
principal exploration of the silent-zones is achieved by sys-
tematic scanning, which involves all the test-frequencies.

Some silent-zones should be related to the starts of the
next episodes (see Fig. 1). The task is only to clarify which
frequencies should be applied along the time function, and
which silent-zone found should be selected as a potential SP
from these chaotic signals. During those short time-intervals,
the signal intensity is extremely low on most of the frequen-
cies. There is no motion, and so a SP can be supposed, since
a simultaneous disappearance of all frequency components is
not otherwise probable.

FIGURE 4. Illustration of the form of the mean intensity of FBM episodes.

C. FEATURE EXTRACTION OF THE STARTING POINTS
During feature extraction, the following process had to be
carried out for all frequency components, splitting them
so as to identify the starting points (SPs). In the process
of detailed and rigorous investigation of the chaotic-type
records, the selected promising features were to a discernible
extent the intensities of a given part of the record measured on
a given test-frequency. They are now marked as F(m,i)where
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m marks the test-frequencies and i stands for the location of
features in the phonogram signal.

Figure 4 schematically shows the average intensity of FBM
episodes. In the case of i4, the dashed line indicates that the
relaxation sound is much more uncertain than the contraction
sound; therefore, its average intensity fluctuates.

The first of these features is the remaining signal level on
the silent-zone, which may be marked as a potential starting
point [13]. To extract these features, scanning all sm[i] test-
frequencies, Equation (1) provides the F1 feature for the mth

test-frequency.

F1 (m, z, i1) = w1(m, z)/
∑i1

i=iSP

abs (sm [i])
iSP − i1

(1)

where z is the actual index of investigated episode at the
mth test- frequency, sm[i] is the sampled sound signal at the
mth test-frequency, iSP is the end-point of the (iSP − i1) =
30 ms long silent-zone and w1(m, z) is the weighted factor
signal at the mth test-frequency. The feature is inverse in
character, since the high certainty of this feature requires a
low remaining signal level. Before the usage of analog-digital
conversion, the phonogram signal level is intelligently set by
an amplifier due to any event detection.

The features F2−4 represent the signal level (intensities)
within given time periods during different stages of the
episodes, expressed by the general Equation (2).

Fk (m, z, ik) = wk (m, z)
∑ik

i=iSP

abs (sm [i])
ik − iSP

(2)

where wk(m, z) is the weighted factor and z is the actual
index of investigated episode at the mth test-frequency. Here
F2 (k = 2) represents the (i2 − iSP) = 0.1 s length rising
period just after the SP with the end point of i2. Similarly,
the

(
i3 − isp

)
= 0.5 s long F3 (k= 3) yields the intensity of

first half of the episode. According to F4, the whole inten-
sity (power) of the total length of the actual episode is applied
by the average (i4 − iSP) = 1 s time value.
The features essentially express the power distribution pro-

duced by the given weighted factor. The actual value of the
weight factors can be determined according to the already
accepted episodes (see Equation 3).

wk (m, z) =
∑z−1

z−n

1
F ′k (m, z, nk)

(3)

wherewk (m, z) denotes the weighted factor of the current fea-
ture, F ′k (m, z, nk) refers to the feature of the already accepted
episodes, n is a running variable, k marks the feature indexes,
N is the number of the examined episodes, n < N , and z-N is
the index of the initial episode.

TABLE 2. The default weighted factors.

In Table 2, the initial value of the weighted factors is deter-
mined by provisorily applied synchronous measure Ih, which

indicates average fetal heart sound intensity. The weighted
factors are continuously updated according to Equation (3).

D. SUMMARIZED EVALUATION OF THE MEASURED
FEATURE
The global value of the examined SPs is denoted by
Equation (4), where GF (m,z,in) is the sum of the presented
F1−4 features.

GF (m, z, in) =
∑4

n=1
Fn (m, z, in) (4)

where n is the number of (F1−4) features,m signifies the test-
frequencies, z is the actual index of investigated episode at
the mth test-frequency. The total output of this process will
determine a) the acceptance of a silent-zone as a real SP, or
b) their retention as a other potential SP, or c) its rejection.
The upper and lower limits are GF,max and GF,min. If the GF
is accepted, but intensity is moderate, then it can be used for
interpolation of hypothetical SPs (see 2.6).

SP =


accept, if GF > GF,max
retain, if GF,min < GF < GF,max
reject, if GF < GF,min

(5)

The limits of the features, the corresponding weight as well
as the global levels are initial (default) values. They may be
adjusted after every 8-10 episodes taking into account the
measured features and the distribution of the SPs [13].

E. THE PREDICTION OF DOMINANT TEST-FREQUENCIES
BY HMM
The evaluated form of FBM intensity is represented by the
factor GF at the different test-frequencies. Based on this,
the potential SPs can be determined that mark the start of
episodes. However, the spectrum of the SPs is also contin-
uously changing; thus the additional sub-bands (also called
test-frequencies) are used in the previously filtered 15–35 Hz
phonographic signal. In many cases, a so-called dominant
test-frequencywill be observed, on which the SPs can be also
well detected. The accurate observation of the potential SPs
results in the transitions states of a Markov process, which
predict the current dominant test-frequency bands at every
time t .

The SF state space marks the dominant test-frequency
states, which are not directly observable, thus the series of
dominant test-frequencies can be considered as a hidden
Markov process (HMM).

SF = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕnf } (6)

where nf is the number of frequency bands, and
ϕ, ϕ2, . . . , ϕnf are the applied test-frequencies (in our case
21 Hz, 23 Hz, 25 Hz, 27 Hz, 29 Hz). Although, the dominant
test-frequency is unknown at a given moment, the probability
of it can be also inferred from the previously determined SD

states.
The inputs of the Markov process are given from the loca-

tion of potential SPs at each test-frequency. The outputs of the
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model are the next dominant test-frequency and its duration.
The time-intervals (duration) between SPs determine the SD

state space that results in a series of time-intervals states
at each test-frequency. The distribution of the time-intervals
between the potential SPs was classified into four different
states.

SD = {δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4} (7)

where 0 ≤ δ1 < 0.3 s, 0.3 ≤ δ2 < 0.75 s, 0.75 ≤ δ3 < 1.2
s and δ4 ≥ 1.2 s. These states were determined accord-
ing to earlier empirical experiences, where δ2 and δ3 refer
to the diaphragm contraction (0.3–0.75 sec) and relaxation
(0.75–1.2 s) in the FBMepisodes. The boundary time-interval
states are δ1 and δ4 (0–0.3 and over 1.2 s) that are used for the
other silent-zones.

Based on these, the model can be defined as follows. Let
F t (τ ) be aMarkov chain at time t with state-space SF , which
refers to the previously defined test-frequency states. The
time-variable of the Markov chain is τ ∈ {1, . . . ,τmax} ,
where τmax is the maximum window size of the examined
time interval.

The Markov model are the transition probabilities Aij(t),
which determines the transition probability of the ϕi fre-
quency state from the ϕj frequency state at the current time
instance. Let us denote the transition matrix of the Markov
chain F t by Aij, that is the (i, j) elements of Aij(t) are

Aij(t) := P(F t (τ )=ϕi|F t (τ−1) = ϕj) i, j ∈ 1, .., nf (8)

where nf is the number of frequency bands, F t (τ ) is the
test-frequencies vector defining states at time t within the
τ time window. The Aij derives from transition of potential
SPs at the different test-frequencies, namely the interesting
changing part of fetal activity can be characterized by the
potential SPs.

Let Dt (τ ) be a HMM for a given time-window
t ∈ N with state-space SD, which refers to the previously
defined time-interval states. The time variable of this process
τ ∈ {1, . . . ,τmax} ,where τmax is the maximum timewindow-
size.

The relative postion of the potential SPs were investigated
at the different test-frequencies. The Bij(t) determines the
δi interval probabilities from the ϕj frequency states at the
current time instance. Let us denote the transition matrix of
the HMM Dt by Bij, that is the (i, j) elements of Bij(t) are

Bij(t) :=P(Dt (τ ) = δi|F t (τ )=ϕj), i∈1, .., 4, j∈1, .., nf (9)

where nf is the number of frequency bands, Dt (τ ) is the
time-interval state vector defining states at time t for the τ
time window. Bij describes the probabilities of interval-states
between the silent-zones at the different test-frequencies.

The Aij and Bij transition matrices can be used to determine
aCij transition matrix that designates the location of the dom-
inant test-frequency and its length (see Equation (10)). The
transition matrices were inspected for each τ ∈ {1, . . . , τmax}
time. According to the Bayes theorem, the conditional prob-
ability of the dominant sub-bands is given by the occurrence
of the interval states.

Cij(t) : =P(F t (τ ) = ϕi|Dt (τ )=δj)=

=P
(
Dt (τ )=δj |F t (τ )=ϕi

) P (F t (τ )=ϕi)
P (Dt (τ )=δi)

(10)

where i ∈ 1, .., nf , j ∈ 1, .., 4, and nf is the number of
frequency bands, furthermore

P
(
Dt (τ ) = δj |F t (τ ) = ϕi

)
= Bij (t) (11)

where the P
(
Dt (τ ) = δi

)
probability has been estimated by

̂P (Dt (τ ) = δi) =

∑4
j=1 Bij (t)∑n

i=1
∑4

j=1 Bij (t)
(12)

FIGURE 5. The output of the HMM is the predicted dominant test-frequency and its time-window. Four frequency state-transitions are depicted in
subfigures a)–d). The highlighted background refers to the actual dominant test-frequency. According to the GF global values, the red circles mark the SPs
of HMM test-frequencies.
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and finally Cij (t) probability matrix is estimated by

Cij (t) ≈ Ĉij (t) = B̂ij (t)
P
(
F t (τ ) |ϕi

)
̂P (Dt (τ ) = δi)

× i ∈ 1, . . . , nf , j ∈ 1, . . . , 4 (13)

where nf is the number of frequency bands.
The Cij (t) probability matrix is defined by frequency and

time-interval transition matrices, and this can predict the
next dominant sub-band at every t time (see Fig. 5). Here
the SPs as the start of the next FBM episode are the most
appropriately detectable. The state-transition matrix data are
continuously updated during the evaluation. Although the
defined state transition matrices of the HMM have been
implemented in Matlab for the graphic visualization and the
evaluation; they are also capable of real-time data processing.

The applied model made episode detection more efficient
using the dominant test-frequencies and the temporary exclu-
sion of the other test-frequencies. In this way, the number
and size of test-frequencies can be optimized, which results
in efficient data processing.

F. INTERPOLATION OF SPs
As shown above, the most reliable tool for identifying an
episode is locating their SP. This requires the confirmation
of the selected SP. The situation is more critical if there is
no SP. In this case, the sampled point will be borrowed as a
hypothetical SP, whose distance from the neighboring SPs is
nearly identical.

FIGURE 6. Illustration of the interpolation applied on the hypothetical
starting point (hSP3).

During the interpolation, neighboring SPs are used for the
hypothetical SP (hSP) as shown in Figure 6. In this case,
the following expression

hSP3 = SP2 + 1/3 (a1 + a4 + (a2 + a3) /2) (14)

can be used, knowing that it does not impact the number
of episodes. Most movements are tiring and exhausting for
the fetuses. The occurrence of a hSP may be an explana-
tion for this, and it refers to the short break between the
movements.

G. FLOW CHART AND ITS BLOCKS
The flow diagram and building blocks of the FBM detection
are shown in Figure 7, where the feedback marks the repe-
titions for all test-frequencies. The short descriptions of the
numbered blocks are as follows.
1) Prepare the setup and place the phonographic sensor

onto the maternal abdomen wall to the optimal position,
appropriately near the fetus. Before the identification

FIGURE 7. The phonographic signals are evaluated for the FBM search in
the following steps. After the basic time and frequency analysis, the
features are used for episode detection. The HMM predicts the dominant
test-frequencies. Interpolation helps to find the missing SPs, which
results in contiguous episode groups. This process is finished if there is
no valuable episode group, or if the criteria of an FBM epoch are fulfilled
for the given time window.

of a FBM, the detection of fetal heart sound is essen-
tial. In addition, adjustment of the amplification of the
recording device to the estimated level of the FBM is
required. Finally, the actual level of noise and other
disturbing sounds should be established; if these are
regarded to be too high, the whole measurement should
be postponed.

2) Begin the pre-filtering of the received signal to the used
base frequency band (15–35 Hz) and then produce the
narrow test-frequencies (BW = 4 Hz), which cover the
whole frequency band.

3) Comprehensive scanning of all the selected frequencies
is carried out to detect all potential SPs according to the
features F1−4; and the level of the following rising parts
according to Equations 1–2. Scanning the potential SPs
in all test-frequencies is done using theGF global value.

4) Based on the transition matrices, the HMM estimates
the most dominant test-frequency band to find the
potential SPs.

5) Interpolations of SPs are applied for the insertion of
hypothetical SPs.
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6) The accepted hypothetical SPs are concatenated so that
they can form the FBM episode groups.

7) If there is any valuable episode group for FBM epochs,
then the process will be continued; otherwise, the pro-
cess is ended.

8) If the FBM episode group fulfills the criteria of epochs,
then the processing is also finished. Otherwise, the FBM
features are scanned with new weighted factors.

H. VALIDATION
The success of fetal monitoring is based on many years
of experience. Originally, the FBM was a disturbing signal
in the phonogram, which became a by-product of earlier
research. Although hundreds of suspected FBMs have been
recorded over time, we had to make synchronous measure-
ments to specify and validate them as well (see Table 3 ).
St. Margaret Hospital, Budapest, supported our research with
medical consultations of more than 50 synchronous measure-
ments using sonographic and phonographic recording. The
recorded material lasted for 16 hours altogether (with nearly
3.5 hours of FBM).

TABLE 3. Summary of examined fetuses.

Eachmeasurement lasted for an average of 20minutes. The
phonographic device was placed near the fetal heart sound
on the mother’s abdomen. During the scanning, the mov-
ing point on the diaphragm was continuously followed with
sonography.

FIGURE 8. The sonographic measurement via 3D ultrasound. During
contraction, the image is darker around the diaphragm, and it is brighter
when relaxation occurs.

The image of one contraction and the following relaxation
is shown in Figure 8. It was identified in the gray shaded

ultrasound video. In the case of FBM contraction, the image
is darker around the diaphragm, and it is brighter during the
relaxation. Based on this, the FBMswere reconstructed. Each
movement was labelled manually on the second recording
channel parallel to the phonographic signal as well. The
examinations were performed by proficient sonographers,
and the recorded signals were also double checked after
the measurements. The exact time of this electronically des-
ignated motion was also captured by the photogrammetric
method on the video. It is clear that the sonographically
marked episodes and ones selected by acoustic signal pro-
cessing were almost the same.

III. RESULTS
Based on results of the HMM method, nearly 7500 FBMs
were identified on in the recorded phonogram signal
(see Table 4 ). The recorded material lasted for 16 hours
altogether (with nearly 3.5 hours of FBM). However, themea-
surements revealed that the epochs can be even up to
1–2 minutes long, but the length and intensity of their
episodes are dynamically changing. This effect also corre-
lates strongly with fetal well-being.

The BPP prescribes a 30-second-long FBM during the
30 minute examination. However, our measurements proved
that the FBM epochs are formed by smaller episode groups.
The episode groups have to consist of at least 2–3 members,
which become longer and more intense towards the end of
pregnancy.

Regarding to BPP test, more than 95% of the episode
groups are detectable in the phonogram signal. However,
from themedical point of view, the significance of completely
separate short episode groups is still unknown. The identi-
fication of these episode groups is also a challenge both in
sonographic and phonographic signals.

TABLE 4. Evaluation of the detected episodes.

Due to interpolation, many shorter FBM episode groups
are also assessable in the case of phonogram methods. This
step was essential for future evaluation, because the FBM
epochs are not a series of homogenous episodes. They are
rather formed from different mini-epoch groups. This fact
was also proved by our sonographic measurements.

The average intensity of FBM episodes is at least 3–4 times
higher than that of heart sounds. The measurements proved
that due to the relatively high intensity of the FBM, it is
not disturbed by maternal heart sound or fetal heart sound.
Of course, other strong movements of the fetus (eg. trunk
rotation, fetal kicks, flutters, swishes) make the measurement
completely impossible – in this case it must be postponed.
The measurements largely depend on the position of the
sensor head; therefore, it is good if the phonogram is located
as close as possible to the fetus. The reliable detection of
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fetal heart sounds is essential for the determination of FBM.
Namely, the intensity of these signals could be considered as
a reference.

TABLE 5. Dominant test-frequencies distribution.

In Table 5, distribution is shown of the HMM predicted
dominant frequencies by sex and weeks. It is clearly visible
that the 29 Hz test-frequency is the most dominant one;
however, the other frequency bands should not be completely
ignored. This is very important in order to justify that the
FBMs are not totally chaotic, which legitimates the usage of
HMM.

IV. DISCUSSION
APhonography-Based method have been improved by HMM
for FBM detection. The implemented method is based on the
extracted features of the FBMs in the 15–35 Hz frequency
band. The transition matrices of silent-zones and the differ-
ent frequency-states is suitable to select the dominant test-
frequencies, where the real SPs as the start of the next FBM
episode are detectable.

The phonographic measurement takes place by means of
a noninvasive acoustic sensor on the maternal abdomen wall,
placed appropriately near the fetus. Hence, the system may
be used even at home to measure the FHR value fully with
all indices and variability, including some Congenital Heart
Disease (CHD) markers and the FBM. This provides a mon-
itoring method for the pregnancy in the third trimester in a
convenient way [23]. Overall, the following observations can
be made:
a) The extracted features and HMMcan determine the FBMs

in the signals regarding to BPP test.
b) The homogeneous long-term FBM epochs are very rare

and the episodes are constantly changing.
c) In some longer episodes, at the end the intensity of the

epochs decreases, which implies that the given fetus has
become exhausted.

d) With some fetuses very short, ‘‘gasp for air’’-like move-
ments were found to be frequent; this may be symptomatic
of the irregularity of the movements.

e) Position changes on the part of the fetus result in false
measurements; hence, the mother should manually adjust
the acoustic sensor head, especially at long-term home
measurements.

f) The fetal physical efforts have been investigated in the
different gestational ages and the dominant test-frequency
distribution of FBMs are nearly same in case of female and
male fetuses.

g) The experiments demonstrated that due to the common
test head with a heart monitor, the FBM measurements
might be combined with further fetal examinations.

h) Newborn babies are strongly affected by the intrauter-
ine growth retardation (IUGR), and the major risks
are preterm birth and respiratory insufficiency. Finally,
the understanding of the link between FBM and sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS) can be open new perspec-
tives in field of fetal monitoring.

V. CONCLUSION
The results of the HMM method have shown that fetal
phonography is a suitable tool to discover the FBM epochs.
This research has broadened our horizons in this field. The
episode groups of FBMs provide an explanation for the
continuously changing fetal activities. However, long-term
conclusions can only be drawn from further research.

The phonogram is already an available tool for fetal
telemedicine (see Fetaphon2000). Nevertheless, much larger
databases of phonograms would be needed for further tool
developments and the reliable assessment of fetal well-
being. Previously, the phonographic measurement indicated
the abnormal fetal activities during home monitoring, but
the verification of sonographic measurement was too late
to rescue the life of the fetus. Unfortunately, the snapshot
measurements cannot provide a comprehensive view about
the real condition of the fetus.

Since phonography allows long-term measurement at
home, it offers a more accurate picture about fetal well-
being. It could prevent intrauterine death in the last trimester,
which carries plenty of risk factors. This research area is still
immature. Nevertheless, telemedicine is expected to play an
increasing role in the near future.
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